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ABSTRACT

After a long term development the manufacture Of U3Si2 fuel plates has been perfected by
CERCA. Developments are going on, in particular to set up theoretical model of several
production and inspection processes in order to get a better understanding of parameters
leading to a higher quality product. Concerning the improved silicide fuels with an increase in
the uranium loading, an equivalent of 65 g Ut/cm3 with pure U3Si2 could probably be
obtained. Above that value, the metallurgical compound (U3Si2) must be changed. In an
independent way of the increase in the Uranium loading, silicide fuels could be optimized (if
there is a need) by varying the Uranium distribution inside the plate or by placing neutronic
poisons in appropriate zones of the fuel assemblies.

1- INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the RERTR programme in 1978, there has been a great deal of
development carried out on LEU fuels.
The aim was to compensate the loss of enrichment by introducing more uranium within
the fuel plates. Very early it was decided to replace UAIx Uranium compound by an other
which could contain more uranium. U02, U308, U6Fe, USiA , U3Si, U3Si2 were
experimented. Silicide compounds were chosen for their potentially high stability under
irradiation furthermore production means were similar to those used for UAIx.
In this paper, CERCA summarizes the silicide fuel development for the last 17 years.
Afterwards, CERCA gives its manufacturer point of view about each improved silicide
fuel and finally, presents a forecast of this technology.

2 FUEL MANUFACTURE PERFECTING

2.1. Main development steps at CERCA

Very early (in 1981 and 1982), CERCA proved the feasibility of full size plates loaded
from 2 g UT/cM3 up to g UT/CM3with U3Si2 fueL [1 . Afterwards, fuel elements were
manufactured for irradiation tests. U3Si2 fuel confirmed the very good irradiation
behaviour expected after the positive test carried out by ANIL on mini plates. In 1988, the



US Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved U3Si2 fuels up to 48 g UT/cM3 for use in
Research Reactors. Figure summarizes the main development steps.

2.2. zSj9 fuel p oduction

Some difficulties had to be overcome when changing UAIx for U3Si2 , namely:
prevent U3Si2 oxidation during manufacture process
prevent stray particles of U3Si2 outside the meat area
adapt non destructive test machines (UT, X-rays) to the high loaded plates
master the dog bone effect
keep a good bonding between the different plate components.

In order to achieve these goals, the company has developed continuously its production
and inspection processes to warrant its highest level of quality. Most of the development
work is now focused on fundamental analysis to set up theoretical model of production
and inspection processes in order to get a better understanding of physical phenomenon
and determining parameters leading to further increase in the quality of products.

Conclusion

Thanks to many years of development, CERCA has perfected the production Of U3Si2
fuel. This improvement is carried further by applying the knowledge coming from the
advanced process developed for high loaded plates (6g UT/cM3 with U3Si2). This in
order to improve the fuels quality and the production yield.

3- IMPROVED SILICIDE FUELS

The 48 g UT/cM3 loading with U3Si2 fuel approved by the US NRC in 1988 was not
enough to convert all the HEU reactors. A great deal of development has therefore been
carried out in order to increase the uranium loading and reach the manufacture limit.

3 technical ways were tested by CERCA

- Use of denser silicide fuel
- Increase in the meat thickness without changing the plate thickness
- Increase in the volume fraction of U3Si2 fuel



3-1- Use of denser sicide compound

In order to increase the uranium loading g UT/cM3) a metallurgical compound with the
highest weight percentage of uranium must be chosen From that point of view, U3Si
was better than U3Si2. Then Ll3Si was developed in parallel with U3Si2 fuel.
In 1982, CERCA proved the feasibility Of L13Si plates loaded to and 7 g UT/cM3
Afterwards, fuel elements were manufactured for irradiation tests. Figure summarizes
the main development steps. As U3Si was difficult to grind and was less stable under
irradiation than U3Si2, it were also tested the manufacture of U3Six fuels which is a
blend of U3Si2 and U3Si.

Conclusion

Pure U3Si caused production problems (difficult to grind) and its behaviour under
irradiation was not as good as for U3Si2 plates at very high burn up. Furthermore, U3Six
fuels had approximatively the same swelling as pure U3Si plates 2 then, CERCA
stopped its developments with denser silicide compounds.

3.2- Increase in the meat thickness

As CERCA decided to stop with U3Si development, R&D efforts were focused on U3Si2
fuel. To introduce more uranium inside a plate with a given silicide compound (U3Si2)
and without the possibility to increase the volume fraction of silicide compound due to
rolling problems (dog bone effect), a technical solution consisted in an increase in the
volume of the meat. In order to avoid a new design of fuel assembly, the plate thickness
had to remain unchanged.

In 1991, CERCA and the French CEA set up a development programme to manufacture
and irradiate 48 g UT/cM3 U3Si2 plates with a meat thickness of 059 mm instead of
0,51 mm corresponding to an increase in meat volume of about 15 %. It corresponds
also to an increase in the total uranium weight per plate of 15 % 3].

In 1992 4 enriched plates were manufactured. plate had a standard meat thickness,
whereas three others had a thicker meat. On two of them surface calibrated defects
were machined leading to a remaining cadding thickness of almost 0,1 mm. These
plates have been irradiated in SILOE reactor in a special instrumented device named
IRIS.

In 1993/1994, CERCA manufactured two fuel assemblies with thicker meat for the
OSIRIS reactor. They will be soon irradiated.



Conclusion

From the manufacture point of view, CERCA has perfected the production of plates and
fuel assemblies. One of the major difficulties that CERCA has overcome, is the
minimization of the dog bone effect. In fact, it is prohibited to have an important dog
bone effect with a thicker meat because the average cladding thickness is already
reduced by the design. This way of increasing uranium loading is also limited by the fact
that the average cladding thickness cannot be reduced much more if the possibility of
surface defect just above the minimum cladding thickness area is taken into account.

3.3- Increase in the volume fraction of 11.13W

Until 1992, it was considered that the maximum uranium loading was g UT/cM3with
pure U3Si2 corresponding to a volume fraction Of U3Si2 of about 44 %. Above that
value, it was impossible to maintain a reasonable minimum cladding thickness with a
standard production process.
It was due to an important dog bone effect. Furthermore, the meat thickness was not
very homogeneous.

Thanks to fundamental analysis, a major breakthrough in the understanding of the
manufacturing process has been revealed. In 1992, CERCA showed the feasibility of 6 g
UT/cM3with pure U3Si2- It corresponds to an increase in the total uranium weight per
plate of about 25 when compared to a 48 g UT/cM3plate 4].

In 1993, CERCA manufactured several enriched fuel plates loaded to 6 g and 5,8 g
UT/cm- for the SILOE reactor. Those plates will be soon irradiated, after the thicker meat
programme, in the IRIS device which allows to remove plates for measurements during
irradiation.

In 1995, CERCA is manufacturing 2 fuel elements loaded to 5,8 g UT/cM3 for the OSIRIS
reactor.

Conclusion

After a long development effort, CERCA has been able to manufacture 6 g UT/cM3
plates. Based on experiments, the maximum achievable loading is about 62 g UT/cM3.
For the following two reasons, this limit will not be exceeded. Firstly, the meat becomes
too hard and loose its plasticity leading to a meat very difficult to deform homogeneously.
Secondly, on a theoretical point of view, with a simple model made of spherical U3Si2
particles embedded inside an aluminium matrix, it can be proved that above
approximatively 6 g UT/cM3' the aluminium matrix become discontinuous leading to a
lack of material.



4- FORECAST ABOUT THE IMPROVED SILICIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT

The permanent aims of CERCA team is to improve the reliability of production processes
and on the other hand, to test and perfect the manufacture of improved products. To
improve the reliability of production, saveral fundamental studies are carried out. For
confidentiality reasons those developments will not be detailed in this paper.
From the point of view of the improved products, two ways could be explored increase
in uranium loading and neutron optimization.

4.1- Increase in uranium Ioag "n

From the point of view of the increase in the uranium content per plate, the technical
manufacture limit has been reached as previously explained.

One technical way remains which consists in combining high volume fraction Of U3Si2
and a thicker meat. This solution must be further more extensively tested but it will be
necessary to reach a compromise between the two parameters, taking into account that
high volume fraction and a thicker meat both lead to a reduction of the minimum cladding
thickness.

CERCA has carried out some preliminary tests. If the need is expressed by customers,
this way will be explored further.

4.2- Neutronic optimization

With ANS and FRM2 projects was born the need for a particular distribution of uranium
loading within the plate.
Uranium content per square centimeter of fuel plate surface is optimized as a function of
neutronic calculations results.

It can be carried out by varying the meat thickness continuously or by varying
discontinuously the volume fraction of U3Si2 within the meat. Those technics can also be
combined with an appropriate distribution of neutronic poisons inside the plate, or at the
ends of the fuel core or located in the structural components of fuel assemblies.

In any case, this kind of fuel assemblies must be developed specially for each reactor
which requests this technology. Those developments could bring interesting
manufacture and inspection knowledges but presently it is unused to go to far away in
this development without end users.



- CONCLUSION

Since the beginning of the RERTR programme, a great deal of development has been
carried out on silicide fuel, on the one hand to improve the production reliability and on
the other hand to propose new improved fuels. A close collaboration has taken place
between CERCA and several customers in order to manufacture and test under
irradiations new improved fuels.

From the fuel manufacturer point of view. improvements on the fuel loading have limits
with U3Si2 fuels. An increase of 15 or 25 in uranium weight per plate as compared
to standard 48 g UT/cM3 can be achieved respectively with thicker meat or higher
volume fraction of U3Si2- Combining these two solutions. it could be possible to reach 30
to 35 (keeping the same reference ), corresponding virtually to a loading of 65 g
UT/cM3. In any case above this value it is necessary to change the fuel metallurgical
component. U3Si which contains more uranium than U3Si2 did not give satisfaction, on
the swelling point of view, for plates shapes 

If there is a need for higher loading, CERCA proposed last year the use of uranium
nitride. Obviously, CERCA cannot further develop alone uranium nitride or other denser
fuel. There must be an international consensus, possible end users, and the support of
the RERTR programme.

Nevertheless, neutronic optimization can also be developed by varying the Uranium
distribution within a plate or by locating neutronic poisons In appropriate zones of the fuel
assembly. So it may open technical oportunity to optimize the fuel.
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